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Chapter Directors
Mel & Jodi Lufsey

bar a little higher for which ever Chapter is selected.
Being selected is an honor, but that is never why we
go through the process of participating.
The guidelines for the Chapter of the Year
process are actually a formula for fun. All the info
required is everything we do as a Chapter to meet
the GWRRA Motto; Friends for Fun, Safety, and
Knowledge. If you are reading this and not an active
participant of Chapter I, we invite you to come to our

I write this article on a very cold and snowy

next Gathering on Friday evening, February 21st, at

Saturday. This winter has been like the winters when

Hoss’s in Dubois. We look forward to seeing you and

I was growing up. I am jealous of those that don’t

will do our best to involve you in our other events

have to leave the house and can stay in the warm.

and activities.

Being a truck driver has its challenges in these
conditions and so far a higher power has kept me
safe.

Take Care All
Mel & Jodi

I am pleased that so many of you ventured
out last weekend for the Anniversary party. It was a
great time as we watched the various roasts. Jodi
and I thank everyone for the warm welcome you
gave our two grandsons. They had a lot of fun
helping with two of the skits and thought it was
“Neat” hanging out with a bunch of old folks.
This past week in my free time, I was putting
together our Chapter of the Year packet. It was time

SUPPORT OUR

consuming filling in all the info as it was several

SPONSORS !!!

pages in length but the good part was it allowed me
reminisce the entire 2013 year of Chapter I events
and activities. It made me smile a lot as I
remembered the events that I attended.
I am very happy to say that we accumulated
40 more points than last year providing my info is
approved. I would like to think that we have set the

We have several businesses sponsoring
our Chapter. Look for their ads in our
Newsletter. Whenever you get the opportunity, please support them and let
them know that you are from “PA Chapter I” and thank them for their support!

Assistant Directors
Pam & Bill Crissman

Newsletter/Treasurer &
Goodies Coordinators
Ken & Deb Smith
Hi Chapter I friends:

Hello All,
January, what can one say about this first month of
2014, snow, bitter cold, and record breaking
temperatures. We all have heard of the temperature
changes already this year. The entire United States
has experienced these changes; even Alaska has had
the warmest January in years. Maybe we need to go
north for warmer weather instead of South. Can’t
wait to see what the weather rodent will predict in a
few days? One thing we know for sure is that we are
one month closer to getting our “Wings” out.
All of those who attended the Anniversary Party had
a good time. We were not let down at all with Deb
Smith and her camp out roast, Ray and Doreen and
the zip line experience and Dana sharing with us a bit
of Mel’s life as a trucker. The entertainment that
Mel put together again was some of the funniest
ever; between the shoot out and the camping
experience I’m not sure which one was better.
Thank you Mel for making the Anniversary Party one
of the most memorable ever!
Marble Game is back, one month down and $60.00
plus could be won in February at the Gathering.
Must be there to win, I hope to see you there.
Chapter I has two points for the Roll for the Dough in
2014. Let us all work together and make this our
best year ever for Roll for the Dough.
Remember your favorite someone this February 14.
Be safe, have fun, and learn something new today,

Winter has been brutal this year and we are counting the
days until “Spring Wing” time. The Anniversary Party
warmed us up on a cold night with fun and laughter.
I want to “Thank” all the campers that went along with
the “Awards” that we gave out! For those of you who
were not camping with us, you got to see some of the
more “interesting highlights” of our Chapter I Camp Out.
If you like to camp, and want to camp with us, please let
me know so that I can get you on my email listing. Don’t
forget about the All Chapters West June 20, 21, & 22 at
Campers Paradise. Come join us camping for the
weekend, or by the day and meet campers who are
joining us from other Chapters. The Gathering will be
held there on Friday night with Saturday being a fun day of
rides, swap meet, dinner and a magic show. Sunday
morning will be packing up and goodbyes. If you have
never attended an All Chapters event, you are missing a
great time of fun, food, rides and most of all fun with new
and old friends. So get your campsite reserved and send
in your All Chapters West reservation and who knows-sometimes “things that happen at a campground don’t
always stay at the campground !”
Thanks Dave and Cindy Marconi for the umbrella hat, you
know I will put it to good use !!! So be on the lookout for
it.
Also, I want to say a big “Thank You” to Dana and Danise
for inviting anyone from the Chapter to their home on
New Year’s Eve. It was a fun time of catching up and
eating (what is what we all do most of the time). The
highlight of the evening was when Dana played the player
piano! Kathie S, Debbie and Mark C., and Larry P. took
their turn at “pumping” the piano too.! They said it was a
work out...so they decided to eat more !!! Thanks again,

Assistant Directors,

for a great evening ! PS: Be Sure to see the February

Bill and Pam Crissman

Event Calendar Page that you can print out and keep
on your “frig” so you won’t miss an event!
Keep Smiling,

Deb and Ken Smith

Couple of the Year
Coordinators
`

Ray & Doreen Snyder

Hi everyone,
Wow! It is freezing outside! I am ready for Spring! It
was another great Anniversary Party at the Roseville
Grange with lots of laughter and smiling faces! There
were tables full of delicious appetizers and snacks
brought in by everyone. Of course, then the main
meal was served and it was delicious! There were
lots of yellow ducks resting in the middle of all the
tables. After we finished eating, Mel, called Ray and
me up and to introduce our 2014 couple of the
year—George and Kathie Simcox! After that, Mel
announced that we should watch a live slow, slow
motion live video demonstrated by Pam, Jodi and
Gary Schill. There were many roasts and Dana
started the first roast with a book of the continuation
in the life of Mel. Then, Deb Smith roasted Dana and
Danise. Deb roasted a lot of people and they were
all from camping, so beware! Cindy Marconi roasted
Helen Long and the trike ladies helped with Cindy’s
props. Ray and I roasted Mark and Deb Carlson, Pam
Crissman and Kathie Simcox. Mel and Dave Marconi
did a skit and the last skit was Mel and Jodi in “You
Can’t Outdraw Me --20 Years Later” with the help of
their two grandsons.
Take Care and Keep Warm!
Doreen and Ray

A special thanks to the Hartles for opening their home to
Chapter I on New Year’s Eve.
It was a definite "first " for the Chapter and well attended .
The food was typically Chapter I--good and plentiful .
We were entertained by the “piano man” with a “sing
along” and Snickers who was the hit of the party.
It truly was a FIRST NIGHT for Chapter I.
Dave and Cindy Marconi

Couple of the Year
George & Kathie Simcox
On Jan. 9th, Crissmans, Hartles,
Marconis, Longs, Stitts, Delos
and Simcoxs made their way down to Maryland to
attend Winter Thing! (See photo below) We scored
some Roll For the Dough Points for the Chapter and
had a whole lot of fun doing it!
I always like going to Winter Thing even though you
can’t go on the motorcycles. It breaks up the “closed
in winter feeling” and you still get to visit with
friends from other Chapters.
Sunrise over the Ocean is always something we wait
and watch for together in the Hall! But only one for
the three days gave us a nice Sunrise. We had a
couple rainy days there that sort of put a damper on
some of the things we usually do. However there
were some that still did get to go see the Horses on
the Island and get to the Boardwalk to feed the
birds! Sorry to say I was not one of the lucky ones!
We did get as far as buying the bread to feed them,
but just never got there!
The Rally was fun as always with the Ice Cream
Social, the Sports night, the Banquet, and the
seminars. We also found out we really like Five Guys
Burgers and Fries and that Pam and George love to
eat Crab Legs!
We had a great time and can’t wait till the next
adventure we get to go on with members of Chapter
I! Come along and join in the fun!
Hope you have a Happy Valentine’s Day and we will
see you soon at the meeting on the 15th.
George & Kathie

our leader, Mel. We look forward to what he does with it.
Then she handed Deb Smith a package explaining that
28th ANNIVERSARY PARTY Deb had been spotted on the trike holding an umbrella
over their heads. That will no longer be necessary. The
- GWRRA – PA-I 01-18-2014 package contained an umbrella to wear ON her head. The
Trike Girls came forward to demonstrate how cows head
We thought we got the day wrong... yesterday was the bad to the barn for milking and how Helen Long earned her
‘cows’ T-shirt. Sorry, this is a family publication. I can’t
weather one. Today is cold but no snow – Yeah!
find a way to describe what Helen said but it has to do with
Zortmans arrived about the appointed hour to find obtaining milk from a cow.
the room full of laughing, vest-clad Gold Wing Road Rider
Ray and Doreen Snyder revealed that Deb
participants. Pam Crissman was handing out all the stuff
Carlson got a tattoo and that Mark had to get one to settle
we needed for this evening, Lori Norris and her broken
foot was dispensing the 2014 District ‘Tickets’. (Given his the lost bet. Don’t dare a woman biker! Kathie Simcox
had to get a ‘tow’ from the guide to reach the platform on a
“Looser” reputation, Mel guarantees that he did not touch
Zip Line. And Pam Crissman admitted that jumping off the
the tickets) Gary Schill accepted the door prize with a
platform was the hardest thing to do.
promise to deliver it to the appointed table. Nearly
everyone else was talking, laughing, hugging or eating.
On to the entertainment.... (I watched the folks
Although the appetizer table was full it was quickly being
from the kitchen gather near the back to have a peek.)
depleted.
Cindy Marconi helped ‘THE AMAZING SPITTO’ get
We found a seat near Ron and Janet Gerber of
dressed. Does she dress Dave all the time?... anyway,
the former PA-O and Dave and Susan Moore original
Spitto did his Amazing propulsion demonstration and Mel
participants of PA-I. It was to be an exciting evening. We caught it all in his Red Solo Cup – but spilled some on the
talked fish ponds, tractors and travel.
carpet. Guess they had to stay late tonight to scrub the
carpet.
First the food – Stuffed pork chop or chicken and
home made noodles. YES!!!
A CRIME SPREE has been detected in PA-I. Mel
Mel stepped forward to introduce some good folks presented evidence in the form of a video showing Jodi
and Pam ‘accidently’ bumping into Gary. But as the action
from PA-Rrrrr, PA-N (DoDah), the Gerbers, Logan and
was slowed down during the evening we saw more detail.
Ethan, his grandsons and then he called his 2014 Staff
As I recall: Gary’s wallet was taken, he was beaten by the
front and center.
tag team of Jodi and Pam, he was punched in the stomach
Ray and Doreen Snyder, our Chapter Couple
by Helen Long. And the grandkids, Ethan and Logan, got
Coordinators, confirmed that George and Kathie Simcox
some good upper and under cuts to the anatomy of poor
have agreed to represent PA-I as our COUPLE OF THE
unsuspecting Gary. Nancy Smith (an innocent bystander)
YEAR again. Thank you Mr. and Mrs. Simcox.
even walked in on the action. Super Duper Ultra
Quadruple Extra Super Slow Motion will catch you every
Dale Bundy announced the ACCIDENT FREE
time.
MILEAGE AWARD with, “This is NOT a competition”.
Sure! In 2012 we rode 135,00 miles – In 2013 the total
BIG SKEETERS (loved those wings and stingers
mileage was a mere 126,686. Blame the rain. Mark and
George and Kathie) attacked the ever lovin’, kissy, kissy,
Deb Carlson had the most miles at 11,451 – way to go.
kiss, kiss (Danise and Dana obviously enjoyed that part)
The cash drawing will be awarded later to Gary
Hartles. Of course the MIGHTY MAN always protects the
Doverspike – who is currently in Florida.
WEAKER WOMAN, right? But don’t count the skeeters
The new MARBLE GAME is off and running. Tank out.
failed to find the elusive White Marble. Will the game run
And finally the much anticipated “Out Draw Me-20
the full 12 months again?
Years Later”. Our Chapter Directors, Mel and Jodi,
enlisted the help of grandsons, Logan and Ethan. We
The ANNUAL ROAST:
thought Part I was hilarious, but Part II was even better.
Deb and Ken Smith handed out multiple Camping Congratulations to the Lufsey family – JOB WELL DONE.
awards for Big-Camp-Fire-Maker-George, Best-NoodleTo all who contributed to the evening’s memories –
Maker-Kathie, Mischievous-Bill Crissman, SteelerCampsite- Pam, Snacks-for-EVERYONE-MJ (rumor has it THANK YOU.
there was enough for the entire campground), Most
AFTERTHOUGHT.... Mel and Jodi Lufsey will have
Experienced-Newbees-Hetricks, Longs True???-Tales,
served our chapter for their allotted time as of the end of
and a rose for Carlsons (what happened at the
2014 and a new team will take command. With that in
campground stays at the campground-until the
mind think of this: At the beginning of the evening our C-D
Anniversary Party), Most prepared were Jim and Pat Delo -2-B, Pam Crissman, asked for 12 volunteers to help her
and the Most forgetful award went to Hartles when Dana
with next year’s Anniversary Party. She gave no details
asked Danise, “Did you pack my jeans?”
just asked for 12 people to meet with her after the party...
And she got them. Yep, I’d say PA-I is gonna be just fine.
Cindy Marconi had a new book of short skits for
```

By Bill & Peg Zortman








Chapter Educators
Lori Norris & Gary Schill

MOM Knows Best (Part 1)!
Submitted by: Lori Norris, Chapter
Educator, PA-I



From 1954 until the early 1960’s, primetime television
brought us Robert Young and Jane Wyatt in “Father
Knows Best.” While the patriarch of the family, Jim
Anderson, would occasionally offer sage advice to
his teenagers, it was wife Margaret who was
portrayed as a “voice of reason.” Which leads me to
believe that MOM know best!
It’s true-even today-that if you want good, solid
answers to motorcycling…turn to MOM. I’m talking
about the Motorcycle Safety Foundation’s MOM
(Motorcycle Operator Manual).
Although written for novice motorcyclists, MOM is
filled with information that even the seasoned rider
should know and use. The manual is broken into five
sections:
1.
PREPARING TO RIDE
2.
RIDE WITHIN YOUR ABILITIES
3.
BEING IN SHAPE TO RIDE
4.
EARNING YOUR LICENSE
5.
THREE-WHEEL SUPPLEMENT
Let’s begin at the beginning: PREPARING TO RIDE
“What you do before you start a ride goes a long way
toward determining whether or not you’ll get where
you want to go safely. Before taking off on any trip, a
safe rider makes a point to:

Wear the right gear. The “right” gear is
protective…
 Helmet
 Gloves
 Jacket
 Pants
 Eyewear
 Boots
 Become familiar with the motorcycle…
 Read the owner’s manual
 Know the controls
 Keep the bike in safe riding
condition between rides
 Check the motorcycle equipment…
 Tires
 Fluids
 Headlight
 Taillights
 Turn signals

Brake light
Clutch
Throttle
Mirrors
Brake levers
Horn
Be a responsible rider…
 Be visible
 Communicate your intentions
 Maintain an adequate space
cushion
 Search your path of travel 12
seconds ahead
 Identify and separate multiple
hazards
 Be prepared to act using proper
crash-avoidance skills

Moms have given a lot of good advice over the years
like: “Always wear clean underwear” and “don’t run
with scissors.” We’ll check back with the MSF’s MOM
next month for more practical advice for the
motorcyclist. In the meantime, test yourself with these
two questions:
1. A plastic, shatter-resistant face shield:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Is not necessary if you have a windshield.
Only protects your eyes.
Helps protect your whole face.
Does not protect your face as well as
goggles

2. More than half of all crashes:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Occur at speeds greater than 35 mph.
Happen at night.
Are caused by worn tires.
Involve riders who have less than five
months of experience on their motorcycles.

Advertising Coordinators
Advertising Your Chapter

By Gary Schill, Co-Advertising Coordinator
Advertising is everywhere.
You’ll find advertising in the
newspapers, television, radio,
magazines, online, and a
variety of other venues.
Advertising is intended to inform people of products,
services, locations, businesses, support groups, charities,
organizations, as well as other things. Even within our
own organization (GWRRA and our Chapter), there is a
form of advertising going on. We wear vests at our
meetings, rallies, and other GWRRA events, thus
“advertising” our Chapter affiliation to GWRRA. We
display our Chapter name and location, and sometimes
even our staff position within the organization. Therefore,
during most GWRRA or Chapter events, you will most
likely see our national organization’s logo as well as
Chapter logos and other such “advertising.”
But what if you are not at a GW or Chapter event? Let’s
say you are just out for a ride, or have stopped into a
restaurant for something to eat. Would anyone know you
are a member of PA Chapter I? We have acquired new
Chapter members (officially known as participants) at
restaurants when we gather, partially because we all were
sporting Chapter logos, etc. on our vests or clothing. It can
spark an observer’s interest about what this group is,
what they represent, and why there are so many of them
in one place. Many conversations begin with, “What is
GWRRA?” So what’s to say that we could not spark
interest in our Chapter or organization by using or
wearing our Chapter clothing and other items outside of
GW Chapter, State, and National events?
Some members have had shirts embroidered, or see
something that would be appropriate for our Chapter (the
yellow duck shirts are an example). While it’s most
impressive as a group to have similar clothing - or
uniforms - at Gatherings and other events, you can wear
whatever style or color you like when outside official
activities.
We now have the largest selection - ever - of merchandise
available to our members. You can select items ranging
from our older style green or blue T-shirts and sweatshirts

at a bargain price (while they last). There are also new
items such as polo shirts, sweatshirts, men’s premium T’s,
women’s premium T’s, kid’s T’s and hooded sweatshirts,
travel mugs, coffee mugs - even a bandana or t-shirt for
your dog! So it’s easy to select an item - or several items that can be worn at Gatherings, events, or even when
you’re out with friends or dining.
So, by all means, wear your Chapter vests and shirts at
Chapter events, but also wear shirts or use other Chapter
merchandise anytime! Whether you’re out alone or with
a group, at work, in the office, or even walking the
dog...this is a great way to advertise our Chapter, start a
conversation, spread the word about GWRRA, and maybe
even recruit some new members.
I have worn my Chapter coat to church on different
occasions. One day a fellow stopped me outside the
church to inquire about the group I belonged to. It
happened again later that day as I walked through the
local Wal-Mart. It gave me an opportunity to let people
know about us. Sooner or later, another Gold Wing rider
will see one of our Chapter items out in public, and it may
open the door for us to invite them to join us at Chapter I.
For a look at some of what is available in Chapter gear,
look in our monthly newsletter under the “Chapter Wear”
section. Also check out our current advertisers, and/or ask
at any Chapter Gathering or event.
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Thinking of You ...

CHAPTER “I” BIRTHDAYS
Our thoughts and prayers for a “speedy

Lori Norris

6
7
14
15
20

M. J. Lijewski,

24

recovery” are with
Patti Croft

Get Well Soon !!!

---ALL MEMBERS ---

Lisa Bundy
Danise Hartle
Dale Bundy
Dick Hetrick
Dave Marconi
Pat Hetrick
Joanna Crawford

And ANNIVERSARIES
14

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
EVERYONE

Shirts, Sweatshirts & Goodies
Now that Winter is here, we still have plenty of sweatshirts
and some limited blue and green long /short sleeved Chapter
shirts available. Just click on the email below
d_ksmith@verizon.net tell me what size and style and we
will have them packaged and ready for you at the next
Gathering.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL !

Deb and Ken Smith- Goodies Managers

Join Us for our next gathering!

From the Goodies Department,

Check this out !

GWRRA

FOR SALE:
*WINDWARD Camper, gently used.

King -sized
bed with 6x6 sitting area. If seriously interested, call Dick
at 814-856-3222

*Küryakyn Trailer Hitch fit Goldwing 1800

from

2001-2010 . $100 Call: 814-577-5189

*Saddlemen Road Sofa with silver velour in
seating area with black vinyl sides for GL1500 Goldwing.
Excellent shape. Comes with covers for passenger back
rest and passenger arm rests. Retails for approximately
$600 just for the seat, asking $300 for all. Contact Lori
Norris at 814-229-6314.

*Driver backrest for GL1500. Adjustable front to

Chapter Wear
We have a limited supply of
Blue Short and Long Sleeve Shirts
and a few remaining Green Short
and Long Sleeve as well.
All on sale for $6 and $7.
GWRRA and Chapter Flags for your
bikes. (Out of Stock at this time)
And we have a few pins and patches as well.
Email d_ksmith@verizon.net for available sizes and
sleeve lengths.

back using chromed sliding tubes. Retails for about $210,
asking $75. Contact Lori Norris at 814-229-6314.

*Chromed Ring of Fire for 1500 Goldwing.
Single row of amber lights shining outward. Retails for
about $130, asking $40. Contact Lori Norris at 814-2296314.

*****WATCH FOR NEW PHOTOS AND PRICING FOR
CHAPTER SHIRTS IN NEXT MONTH’S NEWSLETTER*****

$$$$ MARBLE GAME $$$$
Come to the Gathering and try
your luck with the New
Marble Game.
Don’t know what it is, come and check it out!
Have Fun and Laughs with PA Chapter I.

